Six new studies about diabetes: what can we learn that might benefit Māori and Pacific people?
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This edition of the Journal includes five observational papers on aspects of diabetes epidemiology and service delivery in New Zealand, and one randomised controlled trial of an obesity intervention. We shall refer to these as papers on retinopathy, vitrectomy, pancreatitis, gestational diabetes (GDM), diabetic ketoacidosis (DKA), and enhanced Green Prescription (the obesity intervention trial). The papers collectively represent a welcome contribution to the diabetes literature. It is heartening to see audit and research into diabetes in New Zealand across a wide range of topics, disciplines and institutions.

We have chosen to consider what these papers say, and where they could lead, in respect to one of the most intractable problems with diabetes in New Zealand—the unfair burden of diabetes on Māori and Pacific peoples. This disproportionate burden has been reported for at least 30 years and Māori diabetes has been a national priority since at least 2001. Despite real efforts and some successes, even those who have contributed enormously will agree that the net effect remains incomplete and inadequate. We consider each paper in turn, recognising that we do not necessarily address the issues of central interest to the authors.

Retinopathy paper. Māori and Pacific people attending for first retinal screening have similar or higher rates of retinopathy than New Zealand European. The only potentially changeable risk factor identified was improved glucose control. Retinopathy rates were calculated after excluding 28% of people due to incomplete data and the 27% who did not attend, including 44% of Māori who did not attend. The authors muster arguments for a community optometrist-based retinal screening. We would argue that no service is acceptable with this level of missing data and non-attendance. Both issues need attention that is likely to involve further audit and research.

Vitrectomy paper. Māori have a disproportionate rate of vitrectomy, and non-New Zealand European have reduced survival after vitrectomy (hazard ratio 2.2 for mortality compared with New Zealand European). The only potentially changeable risk factor identified was an association with renal failure, itself dependent on blood pressure, glucose control and other known risk factors including ethnicity. We already know that Māori and Pacific develop diabetes up to 10 years earlier than New Zealand European, and that they progress faster to cardiovascular disease and renal failure. At the level of the individual patient, vitrectomy is a marker on the road to perdition and should trigger specialist diabetes review. At a population level the vitrectomy data supports a strong case for preferential allocation of people and resources, and probably new population-based and community-based strategies, to address Māori and Pacific diabetes.

Pancreatitis paper. Māori have the highest reported rate of acute pancreatitis worldwide. No potentially changeable risk factors were identified in the data analysis, although uneven geographical distribution may point to regional differences in service access and delivery, and the literature cited suggested other risk factors including alcohol. Overall rates of hospital admission for pancreatitis are likely to be accurate. Distinction between acute and chronic pancreatitis, based on discharge codes,
must be less definitive, and a diagnosis of diabetes any time after pancreatitis must be a tenuous link as diabetes is much more common than pancreatitis. Nevertheless, our comments are essentially the same as for vitrectomy—hospital admission for pancreatitis or diabetes should trigger a specialist diabetes review.

**GDM paper.** Screening rates for GDM were 76% for New Zealand European women and 56% for Māori women. No potentially changeable risk factors were identified. The obvious first step to improving Māori screening rates is to establish universal screening, rather than targeted screening, in line with current guidelines. After that it is important to re-audit screening rates by ethnicity and actively manage any ongoing differential. This may require prioritising resources to screening Māori women.

**DKA paper.** Māori and Pacific rates of DKA in adults have not obviously changed over time, but this condition is primarily due to type 1 diabetes where the proportions of Māori and Pacific are relatively low. It remains important to routinely cut audit and research results by ethnicity.

**Green Prescription paper.** Most of the participants did not have diabetes (personal communication D Sellman, 2017) but mean BMI was about 40, and any intervention that can improve obesity at this level is relevant to diabetes prevention and management. The study was well-conceived and well-conducted and, given the theoretical basis of the trial, it was reasonable to combine ethnic groups. However, in trials where intervention effect might be different by ethnicity, ie most trials, we should include sufficient numbers of Māori and/or Pacific people to achieve “equal explanatory power” compared to New Zealand European.

If the purpose of health services research is to “pursue knowledge that will inform and influence health policy, practice and service innovation”, whose job is it to take the findings from these papers and elsewhere and work to improve outcomes for Māori and Pacific with diabetes? Firstly, all of us. “One has a moral obligation to consider helping alleviate suffering of individuals wherever one finds them, in light of and commensurate to one’s capacity to do so. In other words, one ought to help if one can and to the extent one can.” Secondly, we would argue that the academic community has its own specific imperative to translate their findings into real-world justice. We find the current papers, as a group, relatively weak on implications in general, especially as they relate to Māori and Pacific diabetes.

A raft of known service strategies could help address the burden of diabetes for Māori and Pacific. We have noted the need for universal screening for GDM, for using clinical events to trigger specialist review and the need to prioritise resources to Māori and Pacific. A longer list includes using community health workers, self-management support, devolving services to Māori and Pacific providers, health services that are free to the user, systematic (universal) processes in primary and secondary care, tighter integration between primary and secondary care, and public reporting of service and outcome measures from primary and secondary care.

Each of these service strategies can be tested and refined by audit and research. We have already noted the need for routine and repeat audits, for routinely cutting audit and research data by ethnicity, and including sufficient numbers of Māori and Pacific in intervention trials. We suggest that audit and cross sectional studies have maximum value only when repeated after an attempt to improve practice, and longitudinal studies have maximum value only when they can explore the effects of service change. Research funders and commissioners could more actively mandate dissemination and implementation of existing research and new findings as they arise. The remaining requirements for the researcher consist of nothing less than excellent practice that includes: selecting a research topic based on potential to improve service or fairness; collecting data on factors that may be explanatory and changeable and consider these factors in their literature review, analysis and discussion; and actively disseminate findings to policy makers, funders and service providers.

The remaining requirements for policy makers, funders and service providers are to wisely enact the “best-available” evidence, rather than waiting for “best” evidence before changing policy or practice. They
might reflect that the status quo generally has a minimal evidence base and that optimal health service delivery is likely to be accumulated from decades of incremental, systematic research, not something tried once then dropped.\textsuperscript{18}

The role of audit and research in respect to health service and equity is to look at what we are doing to see if we can improve it. In addressing the unfair burden of diabetes on Māori and Pacific, we see excellent practice, and excellent research and evaluation, already in use sometimes in some places. Our plea is for more universal application, “doing science to reduce social inequalities in health while also doing excellent science.”\textsuperscript{16}
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